Global Health Council (GHC) is proud to announce our virtual 2021 Global Health Landscape Symposium. This year’s symposium will explore conversations that have been permeating the global health and health security communities throughout the COVID-19 pandemic. Under the current global health security framework certain health and development issues can easily be privileged over others, at times crowding out solidarity for the sake of security. The lack of clarity over how “global health security” is defined, whose health and security are at risk, and which issues fall under the global health security umbrella has led to questions related to unintended consequences of these policy narratives and potential harm. While COVID-19 has demonstrated the true threat to security and the global impact that infectious diseases can have, affecting populations and economies worldwide, there are downsides to a narrowly focused objective within such a complex and multifaceted topic as global health.

Security as a primary narrative risks elevating the issue of health at the expense of a central focus on human rights, equity, dignity, and thriving development, which can undercut the voices of civil society and key populations in the design, governance, and implementation of health programming. The symposium will bring in voices of civil society, historically underrepresented populations, implementers, advocates, academics and policymakers, to share their own experiences and recommendations in the design, governance, and implementation of health security policy and programs.

From Security to Solidarity: Diverse Perspectives Against Global Health Threats

DECEMBER 9-10, 2021 VIRTUAL

Become a sponsor and ensure your participation today!

Global Health Council (GHC) is proud to announce our virtual 2021 Global Health Landscape Symposium. This year’s symposium will explore conversations that have been permeating the global health and health security communities throughout the COVID-19 pandemic. Under the current global health security framework certain health and development issues can easily be privileged over others, at times crowding out solidarity for the sake of security. The lack of clarity over how “global health security” is defined, whose health and security are at risk, and which issues fall under the global health security umbrella has led to questions related to unintended consequences of these policy narratives and potential harm. While COVID-19 has demonstrated the true threat to security and the global impact that infectious diseases can have, affecting populations and economies worldwide, there are downsides to a narrowly focused objective within such a complex and multifaceted topic as global health.

Security as a primary narrative risks elevating the issue of health at the expense of a central focus on human rights, equity, dignity, and thriving development, which can undercut the voices of civil society and key populations in the design, governance, and implementation of health programming. The symposium will bring in voices of civil society, historically underrepresented populations, implementers, advocates, academics and policymakers, to share their own experiences and recommendations in the design, governance, and implementation of health security policy and programs.

Contact Alice Aluoch at aaluoch@globalhealth.org by November 30 to confirm your sponsorship

SPONSORSHIP LEVELS & BENEFITS

Your sponsorship will help GHC underwrite registration costs for our diverse network of students, small community-based organizations, and organizations based in low-and middle-income countries who might have a challenge covering their fees. For many in the global health community, the Global Health Landscape Symposium is their first entry point to GHC, and your organization's sponsorship would go a long way in helping us do that.

Questions? Contact: symposium@globalhealth.org
# Special Sponsorship Rates for 2021 Virtual Symposium

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUPPORTER</th>
<th>ADVOCATE</th>
<th>CHAMPION</th>
<th>AMBASSADOR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$250</td>
<td>$500</td>
<td>$1000</td>
<td>$5,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **SUPPORTER**
  - $250
  - Large Corporate Logo featured prominently on the website and all event marketing materials.
  - Feature in GHC newsletter & social media as an advocate sponsor (a reach of 100k+ subscribers)
  - 1 ticket for two full days conference attendance

- **ADVOCATE**
  - $500
  - Large Corporate Logo featured prominently on the website and all event marketing materials.
  - Feature in GHC newsletter & social media as an advocate sponsor (a reach of 100k+ subscribers)
  - Verbal recognition of organization during welcoming & closing remarks
  - 2 tickets for two full days conference attendance

- **CHAMPION**
  - $1000
  - Large Corporate Logo featured prominently on the website and all event marketing materials.
  - Feature in GHC newsletter & social media as an advocate sponsor (a reach of 100k+ subscribers)
  - Verbal recognition of organization during welcoming & closing remarks
  - Recognition in GHC annual report 2021
  - 3 tickets for two full days conference attendance

- **AMBASSADOR**
  - $5,000
  - Large Corporate Logo featured prominently on the website and all event marketing materials.
  - Feature in GHC newsletter & social media as an advocate sponsor (a reach of 100k+ subscribers)
  - Verbal recognition of organization during welcoming & closing remarks
  - Recognition in GHC annual report 2021
  - Recognition in media advertising & press releases for event
  - Exhibition Booth on Hopin Platform
  - 5 tickets for two full days conference attendance
  - Exhibition Booth on Hopin Platform

Questions? Contact: symposium@globalhealth.org